4th International Practicum Experience

For two weeks at the end of January, we have had the privilege of hosting four early childhood education students from **Duksung Women’s University in Seoul, South Korea.** Eight of their fellow students were engaged in similar practicum experiences at either the Carlow University Campus School, the Falk School, or the University Child Development Center. In addition to touring Pittsburgh, visiting the participating centers, planning with our educators, and teaching in our classrooms, the students explored the Children’s Museum, visited the Fred Rogers Center, learned about our local professional organization - PAEYC, and attended some college classes. They bravely practiced their English and boldly faced the challenge of our cold, snowy weather. They also enjoyed the comfort and companionship of their host families – the Moraskis and the Sekulas. Thanks to everyone who helped make their Pittsburgh Practicum Experience so positive, productive, and memorable! We also appreciate the many ways that the Duksung students’ involvement with our educators and Carnegie Mellon students has enriched our learning experiences this month!